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Rachel Frydman, born and raised in 1927 in Kurzeniez, Poland (now Kurenets, Belarus), a region far to 
the east of Warsaw, seven km away from the bigger town of Wilaika; she describes her childhood, 
growing up as an Orthodox Jew and speaking Yiddish; attending Jewish school and learning and speaking 
Hebrew; celebrating all Jewish holidays; her small town of 2,000 people; the beautiful synagogues; her 
father Avraham Avarpwocz who owned a butcher shop and traded cattle; her mother Channamaya 
Gunemovitz; and brother and sister; the beginnings of anti-Semitism in 1938 in Poland; the German 
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1938; her family hearing about Kristallnacht on the radio in 1938; the 
disbelief amongst Jews in Poland; her father dying of cancer the day the war started in 1939; the BBC 
broadcasting events of the war as early as 1939 (later passing coded messages to the underground); the 
German and Russian takeover of Poland in 1939; the Russian army taking over her town from 1939-
1941; being forced to learn Russian and attend Russian school; the German invasion in July 1941; the 
Russian armies going back to Russia in 1941; her sister running away in 1941 to Russia; the order that 
Jews could not walk on sidewalks and were forced to wear the yellow star front and back; the 
“Kommandatur”, military command place where local police maintained order in her town; having all 
their belongings taken away; the local “Judenrat” formed in 1941; the pain and confusion they felt when 
their non-Jewish neighbors sided with the Germans to help destroy them; the German plan to create 
“Judenrein” (clean of Jews) in all towns; believing she would eventually die but living by hope; her job 
cleaning the house of a German fellow, Mr Schatz (head of the Judenrat), his wife and two children until 
1942; how Schatz protected her and her brother from being sent to a camp in Wilaika; the Germans 
randomly killing Jews around Jewish holidays; the liquidation of at least 1,500 Jews who were burned or 
shot during the 3 day period before Rosh Hashanah in 1942, hiding in the attic of a small house with her 
mother and brother; losing contact with her brother; hiding in the woods for 2 years; living in an 
underground 12 ft bunker with her mother and 16 other people in winter; being cold; her mother taking 
good care of her; sleeping next to her mother and describing their special bond; begging for food and 
water in the villages; the Soviet partisans helping them; her mother shot and killed in February 1943; the 
German retreat in 1944; the miracle of survival of Rachel, and her brother and sister; being liberated by 
the Russians and leaving the woods in 1944; going back to Kurzeniez in 1945; meeting Abe and getting 
married in 1946; going back to the woods in 1946 to bring her mother back to Kurzeniez to lay her to 
rest; their hope for a Jewish state and future home; Zionist organizations all over Europe; the Zionist 
group that helped her and Abe get to France and then to Berlin in 1946; staying in DP (displaced 
persons) camps; getting arrested and staying in prison for 2 weeks in Heidelberg; fear of remaining in 
the Diaspora (Jews living outside Israel); arriving in Haifa Israel by cattle boat in 1948; leaving Israel due 
to constant war leading to full scale war in 1956; arriving in the US with her two boys, 6 months after 
Abe in 1958; Eisenhower US president; living in Dayton and Cambridge Ohio; living in the US for 21 years 
as of the date of this interview; her three boys Maurice, Isaac, Lewis; her grandchildren Jason and Sarah; 
her brother and sister living in Israel as of the date of this interview. 
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